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It took a while for Andrew to know about the Ramsay Cup and then one thing led to another and 
he realised the connection through his mother’s side.  He has some medals his grandmother won 
cycling for Gravesend CC.  Andrew has ridden many Evening 10s and gradually brought his time 
down to a PB of 26.43.  He is a local lad, Gravesend, but has previous form in athletics when at 
school.  At 13 he was 10th in the UK for the 100m, nd 15th for the 200m & 400m.  He moved onto 
to rugby but unfortunately got a back shoulder injury which has never fully recovered.  So he tried 
other sports before riding a bike to keep fit, then when Cyclopark opened joining their weekly race 
training nights, got the bug and then started looking for clubs in order to compete.  Andrew says “I 
always remember my grandma talking fondly about racing and riding with GCC when she was 
younger, and is actually where she met my granddad, so I thought I would look it up and a year 
later here we are”. 

                                                                                         

  
       

 

Well, maybe.  Or just a huge welcome coincidence in our 90th year?  
But, hey, either way, it is a great advantage to the current GCC.    
For those not in the know one of GCC’s major contributions to local 
cycling is the Ramsay Cup, the annual 25 mile team time trial, 
originally just for Kent clubs.    Councillor A G Ramsay, President of 
the club, initiated the competition and the Cup, first awarded in 
1927, is still being awarded today - that original cup.   
The rider in the pictures is in his first year with GCC and is taking a 
very pro-active part – from riding Evening 10s, doing Club Runs,  
the Castle 100 sportif, trying the track at Herne Hill to helping set up 
and ‘computerise’ the new club flyer.  Step forward Andrew 
Webster.  So, you say?  Well he is the great grandson of that A G 
Ramsay.  Coincidence or divine intervention?  

The top picture is of Andrew in his early 
Evening 10 days – a struggling 28 minute man  
but, once clothed in GCC kit,  in true Clarke 
Kent style, he metamorphosed (batmanised) 
into that 26 minute man (hooray, hooray) with 
more good times to come.  And, as an aspiring 
international cycle tourist, (aka Dan & Leon) we 
can expect him to be spreading good far and 
wide. 
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RESULTS 

 
2/7/13  GCC 10 Q10/24 

A Westwood v    22.20 

S Gibson   24.58 

D Barclay v   26.06 

L Pilcher   27.00 

K Ward v fxd   27.52 

C Bramley v    28.38 

R Bramley (f)   33.19 
 

9/7/13  GCC 10 Q10/24 
A Westwood v    21.59 

S Gibson   24.49 

S Harrington   25.03 

M Watkins v   25.05 

D Barclay v   26.05 

L Pilcher    26.11 

D Evans   27.35 

C Bramley v   27.44 
 

10/7/13  CC Bexley Q10/26 
A Gibson v   24.34 

D Barclay v    27.24 
 

14/7/13  GCC Ramsay Cup 25  Q25/8 
A Westwood   57.17 

A Gibson v              1.02.28 
 

16/7/13 GCC 10  Q10/24 

G Terry    24.12 

S Gibson   24.36 

S Harrington   24.47 

M Coulter v    25.46 

D Barclay v   26.33 

L Pilcher   27.08 

D Evans   28.01 

A Webster   28.26 

C Bramley v   28.07 

R Bramley (f)   33.45 
 

17/7/13  CC Bexley Q10/26 

A Gibson v    23.40 

D Barclay v    26.11 
 

20/7/13    Tm Cambridge   F2D/10 

D Barclay v   24.56 
 

21/7/13  VTTA 50 Q50/1 
M Coulter v    2.14.50 
 

21/7/13   Hounslow & Dist  H25/8 

A Gibson v   1.1.28 

 

 

 

23/7/13  GCC 10 Q10/24 

R Bettaney    23.53 

S Gibson   24.31 

D Barclay v   25.56 

L Harrington   26.15 

L Pilcher   26.19 

A Webster   26.48 

D Evans   27.11 

K Ward v fxd   27.17 

C Bramley   27.50 

M Harrington v   30.28 
 

24/7/13  CC Bexley Q10/26 
A Gibson v   23.51 
 

28/7/13  De Laune 25 Q25/20 
M Coulter v               1.06.20 
 

31/7/13  GCC 10 Q10/24 

D Barclay v   26.38 

L Pilcher   27.01 

K Ward v fxd   28.05 

M Harrington v  30.20 
 

3/8/13  VTTA 10 10/20 

M Coulter v    25.13 
 

6/8/13  GCC 10 Q10/24 
A Westwood v    22.01 

M Coulter v    25.08 

L Pilcher   25.50 

D Barclay v   26.09 

A Webster   26.43 

D Evans   27.22 

K Ward v fxd   27.32 

K Allen v   28.02 
 

11/8/13      Reading CC  H25/8 
M Coulter   1.3.56 
 

13/8/13  GCC 10 Q10/24 

A Westwood v   22.37 

S Gibson   24.52 

L Pilcher   25.35 

M Watkins v    25.48 

M Coulter v    26.05 

D Barclay v    26.46 

D Evans   27.39 

K Ward    28.23 

A Webster   28.41 

 

10/8/13  CC London F20/10  
D Barclay v   24.03 
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18/8/13  VTTA 25  Q25/12 
M Coulter v    1.3.55 

 

20/8/13  GCC 10 Q10/24 

A Westwood v   22.11 

S Harrington   24.47 

L Pilcher v   24.50PB 

D Barclay   26.33 

K Ward  v fxd   27.48 

  

  

Sportifs 
29/6/13    L’ariegeoise (France)  102km 
C Walker   4.43 

(2500m of climbing; 4000 riders in 3 

distances) 

 

RideLondon 100 mile 
Clive Walker   5.16 

Kate Savage   6.22 

(Brian Perry (2
nd

 claim)  5.15) 

 

 

 

Diary Date 1 - please note and earmark this 

date 

 

90th Dinner & Awards Presentation 

Inn on the Lake 

Saturday November 30th 

 
It is the 90th so we want to make it a special occasion.  As with the 90th 

Buffet there will be a display of Club history and memorabilia 

so we want a full house.  It is not only for Award winners 

but wives and partners and is usually a very good social occasion 

Patrick McMaster 01474 356181; 07833 636550 

pmcmaster@blueyonder.co.uk 
 

 

 

 

Diary Date II  AGM 
Wednesday October 16 

Harden Hall, Northfleet 

8-10pm 

 

Agenda items please forward  

 to Mike Coulter or Andy Sangster 
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This & that …………………………………………… 

 
A sad farewll to Chris Bramley  who has now relocated to Worthing.  Chris was a 

regular at the Evening 10s, bringing a little ‘style’ to his ride with his joker  
mascot attached to the stem, aka the prow of a ship..  They must have got on 

well together, as the joker always came back from each ride and each week.  We 

hope you are happy in Worthing and all works out well for you there.  Chris has 

since emailed back thanking us for his card and saying that he will be joining 

Worthing Excelsior next season.  Little do they know what is about to beset 
them!  Hopefully they are adequately insured. 

 

Welcome to Steve Gibson. Lee Pilcher and Dave Holloway,our latest new 

member. Steve and Lee have been regulars at the Evening 10s (conned by Keith 
Ward I’ve heard it said!!) and have been producing really good times, despite having 

problems with roundabouts!!  Dave has ridden some sportifs prior to joining GCC 

and went out on Steve’s roMP to Essex last time out.  They found a good café in 

Corringham, courtesy of Roger Stevens info. 

 

Welcome back to Mark Simms after his walking accident in Wales.  He was 

certainly riding well on the last Club Ride, so looks fully recovered. 

 
Well done to Andy Sangster, for organizing the Ramsay Cup Open 25.  The only 

slight hitch was the lack of mobile phone signal between finish timekeeper and 

HQ/result board.  Well done to the helpers – Steve Jones, Patrick McMaster, 

Andy Laing, Colin Pearson, Len Brown, Graeme Moir, Mike Coulter,  Steve 

Hunter, Phil Edwards marshalling Wendy & Marlene in refreshments, Jacinta 

Sangster with admin/data checking and Mike Savage & Don Bardoe with 

photography. 
 

Well done to Steve Jones who has offered to lead rides of medium 
(pace/roMPs) on Saturdays which have increased each time out by 1. From the 
Arc has appeared Andy Laing who is regular on these rides.  Good to see you 

back Andy. 

 

Well done to Steve Jones II who has raised in excess of £1600 for Cystic 

Fibrosis in his charity ride in the  New Forest Rattler, Sunday, 18
th

 -  far in excess 
of expectations, with more money pledged.. The bad news is that I’ll be riding 

the 100 miles with a trapped nerve in my neck and a knee strain from a 5k run 

this week. But I shall soldier on in a manly fashion! (Steve’s brother Paul died 

from CF in 2002 and Steve has been a supported of the CF Trust ever since).   
(Steve Jones+charity ride?   Punctures spring to mind; many of them!!  But hopefully not this time 

though – well not as many anyway!!.  Good luck) 
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Well done to Kate Savage, Keith Allen & Mike Coulter who rode the Bike 

Around Brands on Friday.  You don’t quite realize how steep (13% in one place – 

that’s the new Garmin for you!!) the circuit is. 

 

We have had some compliments re the Evening 10 events – in their organization 

and in the results webpage, the latter being down to Keith Ward. 

 

Has anyone been able to track Dan & Leon on the website they gave in the last 

Newslette?  I cannot seem to get anything.  If you get through let me know 

where they are and how they are doing.  
www.danwoodrow.wix.com/goodbyegravesend 

 
Thanks to Keith Allen who stepped in to help timekeep an Evening 10.  He was 

thrown in at the deep end by ending up having to start riders and then wiz to the end 

to help sport the numbers.  Thanks Keith.  Keith also rode one of the Evans Rides, this 

one a 60 miler at Brighton with a colleague. Needless to say Ditchling Beacon 

appeared in the route!! 

 

Don’t forget – Saturday Sept 7 10m TT on Grain in CANCELLED. 

 

 
 

FOR SALE –  
 
Bike rack for sale at £10. It is the type that attaches to the back of a hatchback style 

car and will take up to 3 bikes. If anyone requires further details they can ring Clive 

Walker on 07752 885800. 

 
Having now embraced the 20

th
 century technology (I know……..  understand time & 

brain lag!)  Mike Coulter  has some perfectly good wired and wireless computers for 

disposal. One unused as handlebar not stem mount.  01474 814475 

 

Len’s Walks 
 

Yes autumn and winter are approaching and it’s time for those social occasions to 

begin again.  For those not in the know the first Sunday of each month is a social 

walk of 2-3hrs, start 10am, venue to be decided by the walk leader, but always 
ending in a hostelry!!  It is a family occasion so wives, partners, pets, children 

can all be included and/or accommodated. 
 

(Draft proposal of Leaders – can be amended) 

October 6th   Len Brown 

November 3  Mike Coulter 

December 1  Colin/Mo Pearson 

January 5  Graeme Moir 

February 2  Mike Hickie 

March 2  Pete Lloyd 
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Track Riding at Herne Hill 

 

Yes – we have some GCC riders taking it up with some gusto.  After the initial 

venture by four of us and completion of the familiarization session, three have taken it 

up more seriously – Adrian Dennison, Andrew Webster and David Evans.  I would 

certainly like to do more but it never seems to fit into a convenient slot for me – I 

need to ditch some Sunday TTs and the by product of that too would be a lie in!!  I’ll 

have to look at that for next year. 

 

Adrian writes Dave and I have now completed the basic training so will move along 

to the intermediate training which is a bit more organised.  

I actually ventured along on Monday for the race training which was quite frankly an 

insane idea. The speed of the children was very impressive and we did 5 races. Two 

scratch races of 6 laps,  one sprint and 2 eliminations. I survived about 5 laps in the 

first devil but after that I was shattered for the rest of the evening.  

The track bug had taken hold and I visited Condor Cycles on Wednesday to order 

their Lavoro track bike which should be ready in 4 weeks time. So excited to be riding 

slowly on a flash bike soon. 

 

Then later, with the photo of his new 

bike (left)  I ventured down to the 

race training last night and can 

safely say that I will be with the 

slower guys for a while. At one stage 

I was in a group of 6 during a 30 lap 

scratch race going at 29mph only to 

be lapped (twice) by the leaders.  

I know that with continued training I 

will slowly get faster (that's sounds a 

contradiction) but I'm just enjoying 

the sheer fun of getting dizzy going 

round and round. 

 

 

 
(I envy you.  Resolution to make more effort to get there; better planning needed! 
Certainly more mentally stimulating that zapping up and down a road on your 
own! Mike) 
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GRAVESEND ride RIDELONDON 
 

Well I survived RideLondon despite the early start. When I say early let me just 

elaborate a little. I was allocated a start time of 6.10am however I had to be 'loaded' 

into the wave start at 5.30 and was advised to arrive at the Olympic Park at 5.10am. 

My parking space reservation was at Canary Wharf, but in order to access the car park 

I was advised to use a rather long winded route - M25, A13, north to Manor Park, 

Ilford and then Stratford and Docklands. This was because the Blackwall Tunnel and 

several roads north of the river were closed even at that time in the morning. Once 

parked I then needed to cycle to the Olympic Park a 6 mile ride in the dark trying to 

spot tiny markings to guide us. Consequently after very little sleep I left Gravesend at 

3.30am and didn't have much time to spare arriving at the Olympic Park at 5am. 

I have to say the ride was great, to ride 100 miles through Central London and out to 

Surrey and back on closed roads was a rare treat. Support along the route was also 

excellent. 

 

Personally I started too fast - despite telling myself I wouldn't!  So when at one time I 

thought I would break 5 hrs I rather ran out of gas towards the end and ended up with 

a time of 5 hrs 16 mins.  

 

Would I do it again? Probably not; I did the first one and I have got my medal to 

prove it, but maybe I could get under 5 hrs .....!  

 

If anyone is interested next year’s date is already chosen - 10th August 2014 - and 

entries go live on line from midnight on 14th August and will be entered into a ballot 

again. 
 

Clive Walker. 
 

The RideLondon 100 was good. The organisation at the start was excellent and all the 

feed stations were well stocked. The only problem I had was that it got a bit congested 

on some of the smaller lanes in Surrey, particularly going up Leith hill.  

 

My overall time was 6 hours 22 minutes so I was quite pleased with that as my first 

attempt at a 100 mile sportive.  

 

I have to say in my defence my run up to the event wasn't quite what I had in mind 

when I collapsed Friday morning and got taken to Medway A&E!! All fine now but 

certainly not in the original build up plan!  

 

Kate Savage 
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A Midnight Ironman??  Never.  But some will!  BUT WHO?? 
 
My main goal for this year was to complete my first ever Ironman distance triathlon, which 

for those who don’t know, is a 2.4 mile, swim 112 miles on the bike then to finish it off, a 

26.2 mile marathon. Before this year I have never completed any triathlon longer than a sprint 

distance, as last year’s London triathlon didn’t go to plan with a technical issue ending my 

race early. But this year I wanted to get as many Standard (Olympic) distance races under my 

belt before attempting the Ironman. All my lead up races went well and I felt like everything 

was coming together and that I was in good shape for the longer distance race.  

 

The Ironman that I decided to enter was the Dartford Bridge Triathlon Midnightman, mainly 

because the official England Ironman triathlon sold out before I had a chance to enter. I was a 

bit nervous before the start since there was talk of it being a non wetsuit swim due to the hot 

weather raising the water temperature above the allowable limit for a wetsuit swim. But 

luckily on the evening the referee decided it 

would be a wetsuit swim; having never swum in 

open water without a wetsuit this put my mind at 

rest a little bit. I wanted to do the swim between 

an hour and a half and hour and 45 minutes as it’s 

my weakest discipline. The first 500 meters was 

fast and furious with hands and feet flying all 

over the place. But after that the field started to 

separate out and I took my place at the back and 

just focused on trying to keep my rhythm I was 

shocked with how much I enjoyed the swim and 

how quickly the time past I got out the water in 

one hour 45 which I was very happy with. 

 

 I had a quick transition jumped onto the 

bike. The bike is the discipline I enjoy the 

most, the bike course was a 20 lap course 

along a dual carriageway with a short detour 

around the transition area every lap. It was 

closed road which was good so there was 

plenty of room to overtake. But during the 

swim the sunshine faded into a thunder 

storm but at least on the bike the thunder 

faded but the rain stayed which made the 

dead turns on the course interesting. I was 

making a good pace on the bike until I punctured on my front wheel, I tried to change it but 

none of my inner tubes were deep enough for the profile on the wheel. I was so worried about 

puncturing on my rear disc wheel, that I never packed any of my really long inner tubes since 

they were too long for the disc, I know, stupid mistake! Luckily someone lent me a phone and 

after a brief phone call, getting the old man out of bed, Dad, Luke and my brother James came 

to my rescue and brought a spare wheel. After about waiting 45 minutes to an hour I was back 

on my way and I was pushing even harder on the bike to try and make a bit of the lost time 

up. But the wind switched into a strong head and tail wind, The head wind was a real leg 

breaker, but everything was going to plan with my eating and drinking and my stomach didn’t 

feel too bad which I was worried about since I’m not the biggest fan of energy gels. But by 

the 19
th
 lap I couldn’t wait to get off the bike and onto the run. I did the bike in 6 hours 19 

minutes which I’m very happy with since I had my unplanned stoppage.    
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The run was an 8 lap course. While on the bike I thought I would just break the run down into 

roughly 4 10k runs rather than thinking it as a whole marathon. This worked for the first half 

of the marathon which I flew round, but then on the 5th lap my legs started to feel heavy and I 

was reduced to a very slow jog/shuffle with a bit or walking every now and then. I didn’t 

want to stop moving since I thought if I did stop my legs would never get going again, I just 

kept plugging away at it. But the 7th lap was the hardest since my muscles started to feel better 

but my joints were hurting I’ve never had this happen in training, but had been warned it’s 

normally the joints that hurt towards the end so I kept trying to run more than I was walking, 

but as much as I tried my body was having none of it. It was good to see my dad and Luke on 

the last few laps with their words of encouragement. On the final lap I just pushed and gave it 

everything. I would like to say I ran the whole last lap, but I ran 90% of it and as I was 

coming into the final mile and a half, I could see another runner in the distance so I used him 

as a carrot on a stick and set off to chase him down. I was getting closer and closer then on the 

home straight I started sprinting,  I use the word sprinting loosely, but as I turned back to see 

where the other runner was he was still going, he had another lap to go but I was thankful for 

the target he gave me. I finished in 13 hours 31 minutes 41 seconds. I never really set myself 

a target time as the main goal was to complete the event. That being said I thought I could do 

it under 14 hours easily and if I’m being honest I thought I would be able to do it under 13 

hours since the bike course was flat and the run was paved which is my preferred running 

surface, I’m still happy with my time factoring in I had the issue with my front wheel and 

now I cant wait to complete the Austria Ironman next year with Steve Hunter and a few others 

from his triathlon club and I can see many more Ironman events in my future. I learnt a lot 

doing this event; the biggest thing was to make sure you have the right spares.  I just want to 

say a big thank you to dad, Luke and James for coming out in the middle of the night with a 

spare wheel, without that I would never have been writing this the day after and I don’t feel 

too stiff, the only parts that hurt are the upper back and my quads, I don’t want to talk too 

soon and jinx myself  but I thought I would have been slightly stiffer and in a bit more pain 

moving about.  

 

It took place right next to the Queen Elizabeth Bridge (Dartford Crossing),  the last junction 

before the bridge, on closed roads. 70 people started, 29 finished. I came 19th and 3rd in my 

age group. The rain caused a lot of punctures and a lot of people got too cold and did not last 

the distance. It was on the 27th of July and started at 6:45pm. At the event they also did a half 

ironman distance event, as well as a quarter distance. 

 

Steve HarringtonSteve HarringtonSteve HarringtonSteve Harrington    
 

 

After 3 years of triathlon together Steven finally beat Luke this weekend at the Bewl Water 

triathlon. The times were  

 

  Swim 

Swim to 

transition T1 Bike T2 Run Total 

Steve 0:36:34.00 0:02:14.80 0:01:11.55 1:12:07.50 0:00:55.60 0:51:06.50 2:44:09.95 

Luke 0:33:30.00 0:02:15.20 0:01:46.00 1:16:45.65 0:00:46.30 0:58:48.85 2:53:52.00 
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Anthony’s Bike Fit experience 
 

If anyone’s interested in having a bike fit, I had a one for my TT bike a few weeks ago with 

John Sharples and Paul at TrainSharp (based just south of Tunbridge Wells) and was very 

impressed with the service and results. 
 

I opted for TrainSharp over a Retul bike fit offered elsewhere as they appeared to have short 

distance time trialling expertise – they partly sponsor Michael Hutchinson and other top time 

triallists and coach other top racing cyclists. And Sean Yates is part of the staff although he 

was away on TDF duties when I had my fit. 

 

The fit took about 3 hours and is done on a turbo trainer mounted on a plinth so they can view 

you from the front and side. Paul did most of the fitting, with John occasionally popping in. I 

think Sean Yates is also normally involved when he’s about. 
 

The main objective of the fit is to set up a position which maximises power – John explained 

this as being able to ‘kick back like a mule’! This meant raising my saddle and moving it 

forward, and fitting a much longer stem (130mm) inverted to lift my arms up at the front and 

stretch my body out. John’s view is that in order to most effectively deliver power through the 

legs, you need to lock the body/core in a stable position through a strong grip on the TT bars. 

If the front is set too low (as mine was in an effort to be more ‘aero’), the body is too bent-

over and the core cannot be locked in the strong position needed. Breathing should also be 

improved with the front raised up, as the body is not too bent-over the legs. An additional 

benefit is the raised front allows a much better view of the road ahead! 
 

The ‘aero’ aspect of the fit is mainly about bringing the arm pads closer together to present a 

thinner front profile, like a downhill skier, and lowering the head in relation to the shoulders 

so that it doesn’t stick up as much. They suggested during TTs to bring in the arms and lower 

the head when possible (in Froomie style) to get more aero. 
 

They ask about injuries and moved my cleats back a bit to reduce stress on my calves and 

achilles, and also repositioned my right cleat which was not giving a neutral position to my 

right leg during pedalling. 
 

I tried on one of the new Kask short-tail helmets with visor (as worn by Froomie etc) – 

apparently good if you move your head about and for crosswinds – I will probably be 

investing in one soon! 
 

I did 2 TTs in the week after the fit, both were big PBs and the new position definitely felt 

more powerful and more comfortable generally, except the raised saddle position did give 

very bad saddle soreness – possibly I will need a new Adamo saddle or similar. And very 

annoyingly my frame is miles too small – I need a large to get rid of the massive stem and all 

the spacers. John said that wind tunnel feedback is that large frames are generally more aero 

due to the longer head tube. 
 

TrainSharp give you a summary of the bike fit and measurements. It’s expensive at £240 but 

much better value than say a disc wheel in terms of improving speed. I wish I’d had it done a 

year ago instead of wasting time trying to work it all out myself on the internet, and before 

buying the wrong size bike! I will be going back to have a road bike fit at some point (cheaper 

at £150) and possibly some coaching for next year, time and money permitting. 

 
Anthony Westwood  (anthony.westwood1@btopenworld.com) 
(Anthony did attach photos of top triallists to show their position and also his pre and 

post fit data and pictures.  If you are interested then contact him and he would email 

them to you I’m sure) 
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Luke is not to be outdone ………….. 
 
Sunday the 4thAugust  saw me take on the Ashford  Half Owler, which is a half ironman 

triathlon made up of a 1.9k swim followed by a 90k bike ride then a 21k run. My aim was to 

just to finish the event and if possible get close to or under 6 hours. The swim has always 

been my weakest stage and the warm up triathlons I’ve completed so far this year my swims 

have never gone to plan, and I normally come out the water a long way back from the field.  

But I started Sunday feeling good, had a little warm up swim in the lake before the start, but I 

thought I’ll start at the back, that’s where I’m going to finish, but to my surprise the pace was 

fast and for the first 950m lap I was with a large group of swimmers, I was going well, but on 

the second lap they slowly pulled away, so I just kept my stroke rate constant and kept to my 

own pace. I finished the swim in 46:27 which I was very happy with as I was targeting a 45 

min swim. Then it was on to the bike for 90k, on which turned out to be a very hilly course 

around Chilham, including the climb which you normally go down, at the start of the Chilham 

25tt course, then once we got to the Chilham roundabout there was a very fast 10k loop 

section which we had to do twice, then it was back on the tt course on the A28 to the 

roundabout then back to Chilham fork for the 

long climb back to the transition area. At this 

point I was struggling with holding my time trial 

position and pushing to get up the hills. I was 

thankful to dismount the bike and start the half 

marathon. The run starts off with a very tough 

200 meters run through a freshly ploughed field, 

then there was 5k on very quite country roads on 

a rolling course, the second half of the 10k run 

lap was around the lake which was off-road, on 

some uneven ground over the ploughed field and 

around the outskirts of the lake, then it was back 

out for a second lap.  Running through the field for the second lap I misjudged the unevenness 

of the field and fell in a deep rut which resulted in my hip hurting for the rest of the run.  As I 

was getting closer to the finish I caught up with a couple of other runners and we chatted for 

the last 5k. When the last kilometre came I thought I’ll dig deep and try to up the pace and 

even try to manage a kind of sprint finished . In 

total a time of 6 hours 27 mins,  which overall I 

was happy with, mainly just happy to finish. I 

would of liked to gone quicker but I think that 

will always be the case. With mine and Steven’s 

exploits in half iron and full iron triathlons, I 

think, given a few years, and we could become 

the Brownlee’s of the longer distance triathlon!! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Swim 1.9k T1 Cycle -90k T2 

Run – 

21k Total 

00:46:46 00:01:38       03:13:02 00:01:51 02:24:39 06:27:57 

 
 

 


